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Horizontal transfer (HT) is central to the evolution of prokaryotic
species. Selfish and mobile genetic elements, such as phages,
plasmids, and transposons, are the primary vehicles for HT among
prokaryotes. In multicellular eukaryotes, the prevalence and evolutionary significance of HT remain unclear. Here, we identified a
set of DNA transposon families dubbed SPACE INVADERS (or SPIN)
whose consensus sequences are ⬇96% identical over their entire
length (2.9 kb) in the genomes of murine rodents (rat/mouse),
bushbaby (prosimian primate), little brown bat (laurasiatherian),
tenrec (afrotherian), opossum (marsupial), and two non-mammalian tetrapods (anole lizard and African clawed frog). In contrast,
SPIN elements were undetectable in other species represented in
the sequence databases, including 19 other mammals with draft
whole-genome assemblies. This patchy distribution, coupled with
the extreme level of SPIN identity in widely divergent tetrapods
and the overall lack of selective constraint acting on these elements, is incompatible with vertical inheritance, but strongly
indicative of multiple horizontal introductions. We show that these
germline infiltrations likely occurred around the same evolutionary
time (15– 46 mya) and spawned some of the largest bursts of DNA
transposon activity ever recorded in any species lineage (nearly
100,000 SPIN copies per haploid genome in tenrec). The process
also led to the emergence of a new gene in the murine lineage
derived from a SPIN transposase. In summary, HT of DNA transposons has contributed significantly to shaping and diversifying
the genomes of multiple mammalian and tetrapod species.
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L

ateral or horizontal transfer (HT), the transfer of genetic
material between reproductively isolated species, is a frequent occurrence in prokaryotes with selfish and mobile genetic
elements such as phages, plasmids, and transposons, serving as
the primary vehicles for HT of prokaryotic genes (1). In contrast,
reports of HT are scarce in eukaryotes and most cases of nuclear
acquisition implicate transfers from prokaryotes or endosymbionts (2–6). The best documented instances of HT between the
nuclear genomes of multicellular eukaryotes involve mobile
genetic elements, and in particular class 2 or DNA mediated
transposons (7, 8). Thus far, conspicuous cases of HT of DNA
transposons have been detected among insects (8–12), fish (13)
and, in one example, between plants (14). Germline invasions by
retroviruses have been documented for several mammals (15–
18), and there is mounting evidence supporting the horizontal
introduction of a snake retroposon in ruminants (19, 20).
However, to our knowledge, there has been no substantiated
report of HT of DNA transposons in mammals. Here, we present
unequivocal evidence for the repeated HT of a DNA transposon
family named SPACE INVADERS in 7 tetrapod lineages, including 5 mammalian orders.

ily, which we dubbed SPACE INVADERS, or SPIN. Alignment
of 21 full-length or nearly full-length SPIN copies allowed us to
reconstruct the putative ancestral consensus sequence for this
family. The consensus sequence was 2,836-bp long and contained
a single long ORF encoding a 602-aa transposase with a conser ved hAT dimerization domain at the C terminus
(PFAM05699). In addition, each SPIN copy examined was
flanked by 8-bp target site duplications, another hallmark of the
hAT superfamily (21).
To determine the species distribution of SPIN, the bushbaby
consensus sequence was used as a query in Blastn searches of all
GenBank databases, which currently contains whole genome
shotgun sequence assembly for 33 vertebrate species, including
23 placental mammals, 1 marsupial, 1 monotreme, 3 nonmammalian tetrapods, and 5 fish (see Materials and Methods).
These searches yielded a large number of extremely high score
hits (score ⬎1,800, e value ⫽ 0.00) in 5 mammalian species
(tenrec, little brown bat, mouse, rat, and opossum) and in 2
tetrapods (green anole lizard and African clawed frog). In
addition, one lower score, but potentially still significant hit
(score ⫽ 330, e value ⫽ 8 ⫻ 10⫺27), was returned in guinea pig
that had 84% sequence identity over 325 bp of the query. No
other significant hits (scores ⱕ102, e values ⱖ8 ⫻ 10⫺19) were
found in the other 27 vertebrate genomes or in any other species
represented in the GenBank databases.
In tenrec and bat, SPIN was present in multiple full-length
copies, which allowed the reconstruction of species-specific
consensus sequences of 2,871 and 2,867 bp in length, respectively, both encoding a 601-aa hAT transposase. In the other
species (opossum, mouse, rat, frog, and lizard), we could detect
no more than two full-length and often only partial copies,
precluding the reconstruction of reliable consensus sequences.
Nonetheless, the longest SPIN copy from each of these species
was used to construct a multiple alignment together with the
consensus SPIN from bushbaby, tenrec, and bat. The alignment
revealed a strikingly high level of sequence identity over the
entire length of SPIN elements (⬇2.9 kb), with an average of
96% pairwise nucleotide identity between any two species and
98% among the consensus sequences. The level of sequence
identity was similarly elevated across both coding and noncoding
regions [Fig. 1A, and supporting information (SI) Fig. S1].
Furthermore, the 16-bp terminal inverted repeats (TIR) of SPIN
elements were all characterized by the same mismatch at position
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Discovery of SPIN Transposons. While surveying DNA transposons
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in the draft genome assembly of the bushbaby Otolemur garnettii,
a prosimian primate, we discovered a previously uncharacterized
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Fig. 1. Sequence identity and multiple alignment of SPIN elements. (A) Interspecific sequence identity across the entire length of full-length SPIN elements.
The plot reflects the average sequence identity in nonoverlapping bins of 50 nt across a multiple alignment of the full-length SPIN consensus sequences from
bat, tenrec, and bushbaby, along with single-copy sequences from frog, lizard, and opossum. An average of 98% pairwise nucleotide identity is observed between
the bat, tenrec, and bushbaby consensus sequences and an average of 96% between any 2 sequences (range ⫽ 84 –99%). The transposase ORF is depicted as a
black rectangle and the terminal inverted repeats are indicated by arrowheads. (B) Multiple alignment of the 5⬘ and 3⬘ ends of full-length and MITE SPIN elements.
The 16-bp TIRs are boxed. All SPIN elements share the same imperfection at position 4 in their consensus (black arrowheads). The only exception is SPIN㛭Xt, the
full-length SPIN element in frog, for which we were able to locate only a single partial copy. However, the same TIR imperfection is found in the consensus
sequence of SPIN㛭NA㛭5㛭Xt, a MITE subfamily from frog. [Rodent, mouse/rat; Og, Otolemur garnettii (bushbaby); Et, Echinops telfairi (tenrec); Ml, Myotis lucifugus
(bat); Xt, Xenopus tropicalis (frog); Ac, Anolis carolinensis (lizard); Md, Monodelphis domestica (opossum)].

4 (Fig. 1B), suggesting that these elements all descend from the
same active ancestral transposon carrying imperfect TIRs.
Lineage-Specific Amplification of Nonautonomous SPIN Elements. A

hallmark of DNA transposon evolution in eukaryotes is the
proliferation of nonautonomous copies, also known as miniature
inverted-repeat transposable elements (MITEs), which may
greatly outnumber their full-length, autonomous partners (21,
22). Typically, MITEs form homogeneous subfamilies that derive from the recurring transmobilization of a particular deletion
derivative of a full-length copy (21, 22). We found that each of
the 8 species containing full-length SPIN copies also harbor
distinct populations of related MITEs in their genome. A total
of 12 major MITE subfamilies were detected (Table 1) and each
subfamily was found to derive from a different deletion derivative of a full-length SPIN element (Fig. S1 and Fig. S2). The
presence of SPIN MITEs identified computationally was validated experimentally by PCR using oligonucleotide primer pairs
internal to the TIRs of the SPIN elements (Fig. 2 and see SI
Materials and Methods). PCR products of the expected size were
obtained from all species that were predicted to contain SPIN,
but not from two mammalian species where SPIN was undetectable by Blast searches (human and Jamaican fruit bat). DNA
sequencing of PCR products confirmed that they were identical
or nearly identical to SPIN transposons found in the corresponding whole genome assemblies (GenBank accession numbers
EU867495–EU667500 and FJ154100).
Although the consensus sequences for each MITE subfamily
differ in size, their shared regions display a level of interspecific
pairwise sequence identity (⬎91%) comparable to full-length
SPIN elements (Table 1). They also display the same imperfect
TIRs (Fig. 1B). Within each species the MITE subfamilies
achieved very high copy numbers, ranging from ⬇4,000 copies in
frog to ⬇99,000 copies in tenrec (Table 1). Thus, whereas
17024 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0806548105

full-length SPIN elements from different species are indistinguishable in terms of their sequence and structure, they have
colonized the 7 species lineages with differential success and
given rise to structurally distinct MITE subfamilies in each of
these lineages.
Evidence for the Horizontal Introduction of SPIN Elements. The level

of sequence identity of SPIN transposons among such widely
divergent tetrapods is exceptional, being greater than some of
the most conserved protein-coding genes in vertebrates (e.g.,
RAG-1) (23) and comparable to the so-called ultraconserved
elements (24). Such levels of sequence identity can be explained
by one of two alternatives: Either SPIN elements have been
vertically inherited from the last common ancestor of these
species (⬇360 mya (25)) and preserved by intense purifying
selection in these lineages, or full-length SPIN progenitors were
introduced horizontally in these lineages and subsequently
spread within each genome.
Several observations indicate that a scenario of vertical acquisition of SPIN elements is untenable. Under this hypothesis,
the patchy taxonomic distribution of SPIN would require that
these elements were lost repeatedly during tetrapod evolution
(at least 13 times independently (Fig. 3)), while being maintained
active in a subset of lineages. This scenario would also imply that
some ancestral SPIN copies have been retained at orthologous
genomic positions in some of these species or in the sister taxa
represented in the databases. Such ancient transposon fossils are
generally well preserved in the genomes of eutherians owing to
their relatively slow substitution rates (26–28). However, with
the exception of mouse and rat, where nearly all SPIN elements
were found at orthologous genomic positions and therefore must
have inserted before the divergence of these rodents (Fig. 3),
none of the SPIN elements from one species were present at
orthologous positions in any of the other species for which
Pace et al.

Species
Mouse
Rat
Bushbaby

Tenrec

Bat

Opossum

Frog
Lizard

TE name*

Length, bp

Copy no.

Avg divergence, %

SPIN㛭Rodent
SPIN㛭NA㛭10㛭Rodent
SPIN㛭Rodent
SPIN㛭NA㛭10㛭Rodent
SPIN㛭Og
SPIN㛭NA㛭1㛭Og
SPIN㛭NA㛭2㛭Og
SPIN㛭Et
SPIN㛭NA㛭1㛭Et
SPIN㛭NA㛭6㛭Et
SPIN㛭Ml
SPIN㛭NA㛭7㛭Ml
SPIN㛭NA㛭8㛭Ml
SPIN㛭NA㛭9㛭Ml
SPIN㛭NA㛭10㛭Ml
SPIN㛭Md
SPIN㛭NA㛭3㛭Md
SPIN㛭NA㛭4㛭Md
SPIN㛭Xt
SPIN㛭NA㛭5㛭Xt
SPIN㛭Ac
SPIN㛭NA㛭11㛭Ac§

NA†

⬍5
34,041
⬍5
32,567
7,145
8,480
17,498
13,963
52,551
32,824
2,806
21,198
3,693
10,638
11,984
⬍5
3,671
1136
⬍5
3,992
⬍5
12,138

NA‡
16.1
NA
16.5
7.2
8.6
11.9
9.4
10.4
9.4
3.9
3.2
5.5
3.1
3.3
NA
3.9
5.7
NA
5.2
NA
9.1

225
NA
225
2,836
225
80
2,871
224
487
2867
212
192
311
223
NA
192
718
NA
186
NA
273
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Table 1. Characteristics of SPIN elements

complete or nearly complete genome sequences are available.
Moreover, we could readily identify SPIN copies present only in
one species (bushbaby, bat, or tenrec), but precisely absent at
orthologous position in species representing other mammalian
orders (Fig. S3). These results strongly indicate that SPIN
amplification occurred independently in each of these lineages
and that it postdates the radiation of these mammalian orders.
Together, these data are inconsistent with a scenario of ancient

Fig. 2. Experimental verification of the presence or absence of SPIN transposons. PCR fragments of expected sizes were obtained in all species (or a close
relative) where SPIN elements were identified computationally. A PCR product
of the expected size (data not shown) was also obtained with DNA from the
opossum, Monodelphis domestica. DNA sequencing of cloned PCR products
for each species confirmed that they represent distinct SPIN family members
(see SI Materials and Methods).
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origin followed by vertical persistence of SPIN activity throughout tetrapod evolution.
In addition, several lines of evidence allowed us to rule out
that SPIN elements, as a whole, have evolved under purifying
selection in the lineages examined. First, neighbor-joining phylogenies of SPIN elements mined from each species revealed a
star-like topology indicative of a single burst of transposition
followed by accumulation of discrete mutations along each
branch (Fig. S4). This idiosyncratic pattern of evolution is
consistent with neutral evolution and is typical of DNA transposons (9, 10, 21). Furthermore, we found no significant difference in the level of sequence identity among full-length SPIN
copies at the first, second, or third codon positions of the
transposase ORF (P ⬎ 0.05, 2 test) and no signature of purifying
selection acting on SPIN transposase sequences since their
divergence from their ancestral consensus sequence (i.e., Ka/Ks
not significantly ⬍1, see Materials and Methods). The single
exception to this pattern is a peculiar SPIN transposase ORF
found at orthologous position in mouse and rat
(chr5:130,377,377–130,379,669 in the mm8 mouse genome assembly, see Fig. S5) that has apparently evolved under strong
evolutionary constraint since the divergence of the two murine
species (Ka/Ks ⫽ 0.10; significantly ⬍1, P ⬍ 0.0001). The
noncoding regions of the corresponding SPIN element are still
recognizable, but they have suffered secondary transposable
element insertions and extensive mutational decay (Fig. S5).
Based on mouse transcriptome data (e.g., full-length cDNA
clones BC137610 and AK010551, see Fig. S5), this SPIN transposase appears to be expressed from a far-upstream promoter in
PNAS 兩 November 4, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 44 兩 17025
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For each species in which SPIN elements were discovered, the name of the element along with the length, copy
number (of both full-length and fragmented elements) and average percent sequence divergence from the
consensus sequence are shown. A total of 12 distinct MITE families, along with consensus sequences, could be
identified in the 8 species.
*MITE families are denoted with ⬙NA⬙ for nonautonomous.
†NA indicates that a consensus sequence could not be derived because too few full-length copies could be
identified.
‡NA indicates that an average percent divergence could not be determined for full-length SPIN elements due to
low copy number and a high level of fragmentation.
§A complete consensus sequence for SPIN㛭NA㛭11㛭Ac, a lizard-specific MITE family, could not be confidently
reconstructed due to uncertainty in its central region. The copy number for this family was estimated based on
counts of the 5⬘ and 3⬘ terminal regions, for which a reliable consensus could be reconstructed.

Fig. 3. Species distribution and timing of amplification of SPIN transposons. The tree depicts the phylogenetic relationship and divergence times of the
vertebrate species with complete or nearly complete genome sequences currently available (23, 42). The species harboring SPIN transposons are in bold. The
timing of SPIN amplification in each species lineage is shown by the red vertical bars above the corresponding branches. Each set of bars represents the age span
for all SPIN MITE subfamilies found in the species with each individual bar showing the relative proportion of elements falling within the same, nonoverlapping
3-myr bin (see SI Materials and Methods). The age span is not shown for lizard because the neutral substitution rate is undetermined for this species. However,
we note that the level of sequence divergence of SPIN in lizard is similar to those observed in bushbaby and tenrec (see Table 1).

fusion with f lanking exons encoding a CHCH domain
(PFAM06747). The resulting putative chimeric protein (756 aa)
might have been ‘‘exapted’’ for a cellular function in the murine
lineage. This is similar to the SETMAR protein of primates,
which results from the fusion of a mariner transposase with
flanking exons of a SET domain gene (29). Notwithstanding this
possible case of transposase exaptation, we can reject the
hypothesis that the extreme level of SPIN sequence identity
among widely divergent tetrapods reflects the systematic action
of purifying selection. Thus, the only plausible scenario is that
active and nearly identical SPIN elements were introduced
horizontally, and relatively recently, into several tetrapod species
and subsequently spawned different waves of SPIN amplification
along these species lineages.
Timing of SPIN Colonizations. To gain further insight into the timing

of the transfers, we derived an estimate of the time elapsed since
the amplification of SPIN families in each of the host species
lineages. Because the elements have evolved neutrally since their
insertion, the age of individual insertions can be approximated
by measuring the sequence divergence from the ancestral consensus sequence and by applying a neutral substitution rate
characteristic of the species lineage (26–28). To estimate the
neutral substitution rate in the lineages of bushbaby, murine
rodents, bat, and tenrec, we retrieved, aligned, and compared a
large and diverse set of ancient transposable elements present at
orthologous genomic positions in human, which is known to have
diverged from each of these species ⬇80, 89, 94, and 104 mya,
respectively (see SI Materials and Methods). For the opossum
lineage, we used ancient repeats found at orthologous positions
17026 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0806548105

in opossum and wallaby, which diverged ⬇76 mya. Based on the
number of substitutions per million years, we infer that both
full-length and MITE SPIN families amplified within a fairly
narrow evolutionary window (⬇31–46 mya) in the lineages of
rodents, bushbaby, tenrec, and frog, consistent with a single wave
of germ-line infection of diverse tetrapods (Fig. 3). The burst of
SPIN amplification seems more recent in the bat and opossum
lineages, ⬇15 mya (Fig. 3), which may indicate more recent SPIN
transfers in these lineages or a delay in their amplification
following the initial horizontal introduction.
Discussion
Our analysis provides unequivocal evidence for the HT of a DNA
transposon into distant tetrapods, including species from five
distinct mammalian orders. These findings are startling given the
barriers apparently opposing the entry of exogenous DNA into
the sequestered germline of animals (8). The few convincing
cases of HT that have been documented generally involve
transfers between fairly closely related taxa, such as P and copia
elements among drosophilids (8, 30), Mutator-like element transposons between grasses (14), or the concurrent germline infiltrations of Pan troglodytes endogenous retroviruses in chimpanzee and gorilla (17). Some DNA transposons, such as mariner
elements, are apparently able to cross wider evolutionary distances, in part because their transposition does not seem to
require specific host factors (8–11). SPIN is remarkable in that
it entered the germline and reached high copy numbers in
placental, marsupial, reptilian, and amphibian species. This is
consistent with the ability of hAT superfamily transposons to
Pace et al.

Tests for Purifying Selection. To examine the pattern of evolution of SPIN coding
sequences, we retrieved the least degraded transposase sequences from bat,
tenrec, and bushbaby, aligned them to their respective consensus sequences
(which offers a theoretical approximation of their ancestral sequence), removed codons containing obvious nonsense and frameshift mutations, and
computed pairwise Ka/Ks ratios with Mega 3.1 by using the model ‘‘Codon:
Nei-Gojobori method with the Jukes-Cantor correction’’. P values were
calculated by using the codon-based Z test with the ‘‘Codon: Modified NeiGojobori method with the Jukes-Cantor correction’’ model and 500 bootstrap
replications.

Identification of SPIN Elements. The sequence of SPIN㛭NA㛭2㛭Og, also known as
PMER1 in Repbase (38), was used as a query in local Blastn searches (v. 2.2.14)
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(39) against the bushbaby whole-genome shotgun (WGS) assembly (otoGar1)
downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu) (40).
Sequences matching the 5⬘ and 3⬘ terminal regions of SPIN㛭NA㛭2㛭Og separated
by ⬎2,000 bp were extracted and used to reconstruct the consensus sequence
for the full-length SPIN㛭Og element. The SPIN㛭Og consensus sequence was
used as a query in Blastn searches against all National Center for Biotechnology Information Blast databases (including trace archives) to determine the
presence or absence of SPIN elements in other species. The following Blastn
parameters were used: Gap existence penalty, 6; gap extension penalty, 5;
penalty for nucleotide mismatch, ⫺5; and reward for nucleotide match, 4.
SPIN elements were considered present within a species if the Blastn score
(bits) for a high-scoring pair (HSP) was ⱖ1,718; a value corresponding to 80%
of the query sequence matching a sequence within the species database with
90% identity. We chose to use scores rather than e values because the later are
dependent on the size of the queried database, which varies between species.
However, we note that in all species where an HSP with a score ⬎1,718 was
obtained, at least one such HSP had an e value of 0.00. SPIN elements were
considered to be absent from a species if the best HSP had a score ⱕ158,
corresponding to 25% of the query sequence matching a sequence within the
species database with 90% identity. When SPIN elements were found within
a genome, consensus sequences were constructed for each family by using a
simple majority rule based on a multiple alignment of at least 20 copies. SPIN
consensus sequences have been deposited in Repbase Update (38). We also
derived a SPIN ‘‘superconsensus’’ by creating a multiple alignment of fulllength SPIN㛭Ml, SPIN㛭Et, and SPIN㛭Og consensus sequences. To determine copy
numbers and average percentage divergence of individual SPIN families, we
used the respective consensus sequences to mask the corresponding genome
sequence by using RepeatMasker v. 3.1.5 (41). We note that some of the MITE
consensus sequences used have been deposited previously in Repbase. These
include: SPIN㛭NA㛭10㛭Rodent (URR1A), SPIN㛭NA㛭2㛭Og (PMER1), SPIN㛭NA㛭5㛭Xt
(URR1㛭Xt), SPIN㛭NA㛭3㛭Md (URR1A㛭Mdo), SPIN㛭NA㛭4㛭Md (URR1B㛭Mdo),
SPIN㛭NA㛭7㛭Ml (nhAT4a㛭ML), SPIN㛭NA㛭8㛭Ml (nhAT4b㛭ML), SPIN㛭NA㛭9㛭Ml
(nhAT5a㛭ML), and SPIN㛭NA㛭10㛭Ml (nhAT5b㛭ML). All other consensus sequences were derived during this work.
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jump efficiently in a wide range of heterologous species and
conditions (31–33).
The apparent overlap in the timing of SPIN amplification in
the different lineages (Fig. 3) and the fact that the SPIN
consensus sequences are phylogenetically equidistant to each
other (Fig. 1, Fig. S1, and Fig. S6) suggest that different tetrapod
species were infected at close evolutionary time points by
essentially the same active element. Presumably, this element
originated from the same ancestral source species. At the
moment, the taxonomic identity of the source species cannot be
identified because SPIN-encoded transposases revealed no more
than ⬇45% amino acid similarity with other eukaryotic hAT
transposases found in the databases (Fig. S6). It is also not
possible to distinguish whether each tetrapod species acquired
SPIN independently from the same exogenous source (e.g., a
common prey or parasite) or whether SPIN was acquired once
by a tetrapod species from an exogenous source and then spread
by HT between tetrapod species. The mechanisms underlying
such recurrent HTs remain to be clarified, but we note that DNA
viruses are increasingly recognized as potential intermediates for
HT of mobile elements between widely divergent animals (20,
34–36). Recently Piskurek and Okada (20) reported on the
transfer of a snake retroposon into the genome of taterapox
virus, a poxvirus that infects West African rodents. Vertebrate
poxviruses are good candidates as SPIN vectors because many
have the ability to infect a broad range of species and cell types
and some, such as smallpox virus, have been implicated in
zoonosis (37). Interestingly, several of the mammals harboring
SPIN (i.e., bats, opossum, murine rodents) are notorious reservoir species for diverse viruses, including poxviruses. However,
our current view of the taxonomic distribution of SPIN is heavily
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